Abstract. A proof of Bailey's sum of the very well poised 6i//6 series is obtained from a simple difference equation and special cases that are easy to evaluate.
1. Introduction. The very well poised 6^6 series was summed by Bailey [7] . This is a very important identity and a number of proofs have been found [7, 10, 1, 5] . All of these proofs used the special case of the very well poised 6<¡>5. A simple derivation of this sum from orthogonal polynomials was given in [2] , and the last of the proofs mentioned above showed how to obtain the 6\p6 sum directly from the 6<j>5 sum with minimal work. However, it is still annoying that a sum that is this important has not been obtained from a more elementary special case. Recently an integral that must have some relationship with the 6^6 sum was evaluated via a functional equation and one simple case, so it is natural to see if the same type of argument will work on the 6\j/6 series. It does, but it is a bit more complicated.
A basic hypergeometric series has the form £c" with cn+x/cn a rational function of q" for a fixed number q. We will take \q\ < 1. Ramanujan [9, p. 196, formula 17] stated the identity _ (ax; g)x(g/ax;
q)x(q\ q)x(b/a; q)x (x;q)x(b/ax;q)x(b;q)00(q/a;q)00 '
See [8 and 3] for simple proofs. Bailey [7] showed that The adjective well poised means the parameters in (1.3) can be paired so that the product of a numerator and denominator parameter is the same for each pair. In (1.2) the parameters are arranged in order and the product is a2q in each case. The " very" part is used to denote a well poised series where two numerator parameters are q times the corresponding denominator parameters, and contribute
-a2q
2 "In to the «th term of the series. This is not quite enough to determine the very well poised 6i^6 since nothing has been said about the power series variable. The appropriate power series variable is given in (1.2). If (1.2) is summed in the other order using (a;q)_n=(-l)"q"^^2a-"/(q/a;q)n, then it follows that q/ba, q/ca, q/da, q/ea ' ' bcde Thus one reason for the choice of power series variable is that it is invariant under this change. The real reason is that it is the choice that allows the series to be summed. From (1.7) the convergence condition is \q/bcde\ < 1, and none of the denominator parameters can be qk, k = 0,1,_Thus all of the denominator parameters on the right-hand side of (1.2) are natural.
The integral that was evaluated in [4] (see [6] for the first evaluation which works for a slightly more general set of conditions on the parameters) is
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use so that the factor that is introduced to recover/(¿z, b,c, d) is independent of x. We want to do the same with (1.2). However, it is better to rewrite it first as
( 1 10) y (1 -a2q2")(aq" + 1/b; q)Jaq"^/c; q)x(aq"^/d; q)x(aq" + 1/e; q)x / g y H.
(\ -a2)(abq";q)x(acq";q)x(adq";q)x(aeq";q)x \ bcde I -n.
a2q,q, q/a2, q/bc, q/bd, q/be, q/cd, q/ce, q/de ab, q/ab, ac, q/ac, ad, q/ad, ae, q/ae, q/bcde 
It is easy, but tedious, to show that the right-hand side of (1.10) reduces to the right-hand side of these identities. where (-a;q)x(a;q)x = (a2;q2)x and (a; q2)x(qa; q2)x = (a; q)x were used.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 4. Completion of the proof. Let P(j, k, m, «) denote the proposition that ftf/*-J, -q^2~k, q-™, -q~") = k(q^2~', -q^2~k, q-, -q~").
We have shown that P(j,0,0,0), P(0, k,0,0), P(0,0, w,0) and P(0,0,0, n) hold when j, k, m, « = 1,2. The functional equations (2.1) and (2.2) show that P(j, 1,0,0) holds, then that P(j, 2,0,0) holds, and then that P(j, k, 0,0) holds when j, k > 0J + k > 0. Then using P(0, Â:,0,0) and P(0,0, w,0) and (2.1) and (2.2), we have P(0, k, m, 0), k, m > 0, k + m > 0. Then P(j, k, m, 0) holds whenj, k, m > 0, j + k + m > 0, and finally P(j, k, m, «) holds when j, k, m,n > 0,j + k + m + « > 0. To conclude that (1.10) holds under the appropriate convergence conditions, we need only remark that both sides are analytic in b~l, c~l, d~l and e~l and agree for infinitely many values.
